
NIKON 
Att. Technical (repair) Department 

16 June 2019, 

Dear repair woman/ repair man, 

Hope you not needed too much tissues when reading the sad story above. You can do me a big 
favour (and so preventing the need of tissues here): 

Really hope you can fix the D800 and hopefully for a reasonable price. 

For sure its not allowed due your company policy but will suggest it anyway 

The implications will be BIG here if the Nikon D800 can't be fixed. So hereby offer to donate the first 
recorded Dutch Skies 360° HDRI - 19k (XL) *) 
that is made with the repaired Nikon D800 to your department or the head quarters of Nikon (prefer 
the idea that it hangs on the wall of your workspace/office). 

It will be a exclusive one so no any other copies will ever be published or sold. 

Now you know its very important that I can continue shooting images with the fantastic D800! Its 
worth the 2 days of production (thats the amount of time it takes to 
create a Dutch Skies 360° HDRI - 19k (XL)). 

Please note: not implicating getting the repair for free with giving the exclusive Dutch Skies 360° 
HDRI-19k (XL)! 

If you can fix the camera, so actually will have a revised quality checked camera again, then can 
continue using the camera and meanwhile reserve some money 
in the upcoming years for buying the D8XX in the future. That would be the ideal situation in this case. 

You know me to find if you need more information. 

Greetings, thanks & good luck with the repairing! 

Bob Groothuis 

e-mail: mÉL@k2hgï9QM\$,Qom 
website: http://www.bobaroothuis.com 

HDRI panorama photography for Movies, VFX, 3D, VR, Architecture, Advertisement and more 
from the Netherlands 

*) mostly shoot series so will choose the best one, or you can choose it yourself from the preview 
renders its up to you. We can discus how you want to receive the exclusive Dutch Skies 360° HDRI -
19k (XL) later. 
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